T&T Ref: 25141.003
06 October 2014

Fletcher Residential Ltd
Level 3, Fletcher House,
810 Great South Road, Penrose
Private Bag 92114, Auckland 1142
By email : bernie@fcc.co.nz
Attention: Bernie Chote
Dear Bernie

Three Kings Renewal
Response to Auckland Council Feedback on Draft Private Plan
Change Application Option H1
As requested, this letter provides our response to Auckland Council’s (AC) feedback on Fletcher
Residential Ltd.’s (FRL) Draft Private Plan Change Application (DPPC). Tonkin & Taylor Ltd (T&T)
prepared a Geotechnical Assessment reporti for FRL that was included with the DPPC documents.
Our responses address those feedback items identified by FRL as relating to information provided in
that report, or additional information requested relating to the scope of those reports.
For clarity, our responses are provided in table form, quoting the feedback from council and
responding directly, with a reference to the applicable T&T report section as appropriate. Where
additional information has been requested, it has been appended to this letter.
Table

Responses to AC feedback

Item(s)

Auckland Council Feedback on
Fletcher Residential Draft Private
Plan Changes

T&T Response

80

Confirmation that it is practical to
place imported fill to the engineered
standard required given expected
variable composition and the
challenges of confirmation testing.

The detailed earthworks
specifications include identification of
suitable and unsuitable soils together
with conditioning, placement,
compaction and verification testing
regimes.

Reference

As part of the specification, one
criteria for acceptance of fill to the
site is its ability to be conditioned and
compacted to achieve the required
engineering performance standards.
Fill placement methods and testing
procedures to confirm that the fill

Tonkin & Taylor Ltd - Environmental and Engineering Consultants, 105 Carlton Gore Rd, Newmarket, Auckland, New Zealand
PO Box 5271, Wellesley St, Auckland 1141, Ph: 64-9-355 6000, Fax: 64-9-307 0265, Email: auck@tonkin.co.nz, Website: www.tonkin.co.nz
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Item(s)

Auckland Council Feedback on
Fletcher Residential Draft Private
Plan Changes

T&T Response

Reference

meets the required performance
standard are part of the specification,
and further specific methods and
tests may need to be adopted during
the course of the filling operation to
match the specific characteristics of
the fill.
Such approaches have been used
elsewhere for residential land
development sites (such as the old Mt
Wellington Quarry) to ensure that the
fill placed provides appropriate
support to land utility for structures,
while also ensuring effective use of
available resources.
Measures currently in place at site are
consistent with the requirements of
the existing consent with respect to
engineering requirements for fill
placement.
81

The T&T Reports indicates that checks
and analysis have been undertaken on
long-term and differential
settlements, however analysis has not
been provided to confirm this.

The calculations referred to in the
reports are appended to this letter.
The calculations assume that the
complete fill depth will comprise
cohesive soil fill. Inclusion of other
fills types, such as rock or crushed
concrete would reduce the magnitude
of settlement estimated in the
calculations. On this basis, we
consider the estimates to be
conservatively based.

T&T report
section 3.3.1.

82

The reports note that the open space
and parks do not have to be placed to
the higher engineered standards. The
last paragraph of Section 3.1 states
“For Option 15H-1 (and similarly for
Option 15H-2 in the other T&T report)
the fill criteria for public space areas
have been set to ensure the fill
supports the intended land use …
settlement does not disrupt surface
drainage features of playing fields.”
No details of the criteria appear to
have been provided.

The filling criteria for public space
areas will require performance
equivalent to an undrained shear
strength of 100kPa. This could be
achieved through placing the material
to this specification, or to an
alternative specification with
allowance for surcharging to induce
settlements prior to final surface
formation.

T&T report
section 3.1

83

The depth of fill is significant
(particularly for Option 15H-1) with
the side by side playing fields adjacent
to future residential development (to
north and possibly south, depending
on levels of filling to south), the outer
margins of the playing field fill will
also need to support the residential
area and also need to avoid drag
down effects. Therefore higher fill
standards would be required within

Generic fill transition details have
been developed to address this
potential issue. These sections are
appended to this letter and
demonstrate two options for how the
transition could be treated to
minimise differential settlement,
while also ensuring adequate support
for the residential land.

Generic fill
transition
details attached
as Appendix B

Fletcher Residential Ltd

Calculations
Attached as
Appendix A
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Item(s)

84

Auckland Council Feedback on
Fletcher Residential Draft Private
Plan Changes

T&T Response

these outer portions of the playing
field. This may result in an increased
risk of differential settlement across
playing fields. The effects of varying
engineered fill standards and
transitioning across the area needs
further consideration.

Once actual fill sources and
construction timeframes have been
identified, the need or otherwise to
mitigate the potential for adverse
differential settlements in this zone
can be assessed with greater
certainty. Options to mitigate the
potential for adverse differential
settlement could include surcharging
of the playing field fill to induce
settlement prior to final surface
formation.

Clarification is required of what the
groundwater levels will be maintained
at and its effects on the lower fill
layers.

The engineering fill specification
excludes water sensitive materials,
and requires material to be placed in
thin layers with compaction to limit
the potential for fill to take up water
if regional groundwater level rises
with the intention of minimising
potential inundation settlement
effects to be less than minor.

Reference

Refer T&T
report section
3.4, para 4.

Refer to PDP response for
confirmation of groundwater level
controls for the proposed
development.
85

Given that the remnant slopes are
typically formed, it is suggested that
the quantitative information
regarding overall/global slope stability
for the proposed fill levels be
provided. In addition, indicative
extents of likely localised instability
and engineering measures needed to
address these should be provided
(e.g. extent of rock fall catch fences,
systematic rock bolting etc).

The report referred to is appended to
this letter. This report also provides
advice for elements that were part of
earlier evolutions of the proposed
scheme.

87

Depending on confirmation of the
proposed finished levels, a detailed
site investigation of the undeveloped
areas of reserve land (west and south)
would be prudent and should not be
left to be addressed via a proposed
Site Management Plan prior to or
during development of the site (15H1).

Agreed. Intention to undertake such
study once Option H1 is confirmed.

2.1

The application refers to the
Environment Court decision ([2011]
NZEnvC214) and permit for the
Quarry, and cites several technical
reports including letter reports on
filling and slope stability throughout

Technical reports referred to in
NZEnvC124 appended to this letter.
These reports relate to earlier
proposals for filling of the quarry to
surrounding ground level and over a
potentially longer timeframe.

Fletcher Residential Ltd

Areas of existing and new cut slopes
that may require localised stability
measures will be identified during
final design and excavation. The
choice of treatment measure will
depend on the magnitude and extent
of the identified instability, and its
potential impact on development
layout.

T&T report
section 4.1 and
4.2.
Referenced
reports
attached as
Appendix C.

Technical
reports referred
to in
NZEnvC124
attached as
Appendix D.
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Item(s)

Auckland Council Feedback on
Fletcher Residential Draft Private
Plan Changes

T&T Response

Reference

the geotechnical report presented in
support of this plan change. It would
be beneficial to include these reports
for review and notification purposes.

Settlement calculations (specific to
the Option H1 and H2 proposals) and
quarry wall stability reports are
appended to this letter.

Settlement
calculations
attached as
Appendix A,
Stability report
as Appendix C.

2.4

Practicality of placing imported fill to
the engineering standard required.
Please confirm that it is practical to
place imported fill to the engineered
standard required given it’s almost
certain variable composition and the
challenges of confirmation testing.

Refer item 80 above

2.5

Long term and differential
settlements. The geotechnical report
indicates that checks and analysis
have been undertaken on long-term
and differential settlements. Please
confirm that the analysis to
substantiate the statements has been
undertaken.

Refer item 81 above

2.6

Fill criteria for public open spaces.
The geotechnical report notes that
the open space and parks do not have
to be placed to the higher engineered
standards. The last paragraph of
Section 3.1 states “For Option 15H-1
the fill criteria for public space areas
have been set to ensure the fill
supports the intended land use …
settlement does not disrupt surface
drainage features of playing fields.”
Please provide details of the criteria.

Refer item 82 above.

2.7

Effects of varying engineered fill
standards and transitioning across fill
areas. The depth of fill is significant
and especially for Option 15H-1 with
the side by side playing fields adjacent
to future residential development (to
north and possibly south, depending
on levels of filling to south), the outer
margins of the playing field fill will
also need to support the residential
area and also need to avoid drag
down effects and therefore, higher fill
standards would be required within
these outer portions of the playing
field. That then leads to an increased
risk of differential settlement across
playing fields. Please clarify the
effects of varying engineered fill
standards and transitioning across the
area and to provide the assessment
and analysis.

Refer item 83 above.

Fletcher Residential Ltd
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Settlement calculations

Appendix
Fill transitions generic sections

Appendix
Quarry slope stability report

Winstone Aggregates
PO Box 17195
Penrose
Auckland

T&T Ref: 25141.003
06 November 2013

Attention: Michael Harris
Dear Mike

Three Kings Quarry Slope Optimisation for future
development Mt Eden Road cut
1

Introduction

Winstone Aggregates (Winstones) are in the process of developing concepts for the redevelopment
of the Three Kings Quarry upon completion of extraction of aggregate. The re-development
concepts for the site includes filling of various parts of the quarry void, development of lakes, and reprofiling existing cut batters. Winstones are working closely with Fletcher Apartments (Bernie Chote)
on this project.
The current concepts include a series of apartments, to be accessed from Mt Eden Road, but with
each apartment founded on a bench within the quarry, at about RL 60m.
To assist in developing the early concept layout of these apartments, Winstones has requested that
Tonkin & Taylor Ltd (T&T) provide a preliminary assessment of the quarry slopes adjacent to Mt Eden
Road (Figure 1) to provide indicative guidance on cut slope profiles suitable for the proposed
residential apartment end use.
Our scope of works included:
Review existing quarry slope design reporting previously provided to Winstones by T&T.
Visit the site to map the existing cut slopes and to develop a representative topographic
section.
Update slope height/slope angle database to provide a slope performance context.
Undertake an assessment of the stability of an optimised Mt Eden Road cut, and provide
preliminary guidance on a suitable cut slope angle.
Reporting.

Tonkin & Taylor Ltd - Environmental and Engineering Consultants, 105 Carlton Gore Rd, Newmarket, Auckland, New Zealand
PO Box 5271, Wellesley St, Auckland 1141, Ph: 64-9-355 6000, Fax: 64-9-307 0265, Email: auck@tonkin.co.nz, Website: www.tonkin.co.nz
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Area being assessed

Figure 1: Site Location Plan.

2

Development Proposal

We have considered the development proposal to broadly include, (based on our discussions with
Winstones and on Option 8 of the concept layout for the development provided by Bernie Chote):
Apartment blocks up to 8 storeys high.
3 floors above Mt Eden Road and 5 below.
Apartments to be founded on a cut bench within the quarry wall at approx RL 60m.
An access road on or around RL 60m.

3

Observed Geological Conditions

The quarry has been developed within the scoria cones of the Three Kings volcanic centre, with only
the “Big King “cone remaining of the original three. Quarry slopes have been cut in scoria with a
large part of the southeastern corner of the pit developed within a substantial basalt dyke or sill.
The scoria is variable in composition (grain size and ash content for example) welding and
interlocking and in the degree of vesicularity. The large changes visible within the pit walls are
expected to reflect variation in rock mass strength throughout the pit.
Structure is largely absent from the rock mass but is well developed as coarse bedding and cross
stratification within and between different scoria units found in the southern wall, which could be
indicative of conditions that may exist behind the eastern wall. However, this bedding between
scoria units is typically welded and is not expected to provide preferential zones of weakness.
The eastern slopes where the Apartments are proposed is made up of scoria with the exception of
the southeastern corner, where a large basalt dyke/sill is present. The basalt is largely grey, very
strong, with very rough concentric cooling joints that have a wide spacing. Low on the slope these
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joints dip into the quarry excavation, but a high degree of roughness and limited persistence, means
that they present only a localised instability issue (slabs of basalt up to 1m 3 have dropped out during
excavation).
Annotated photographs of the eastern wall are presented in Figures 2 & 3.

4

Current slope design and operational implementation

Previous slope design at Three Kings Quarry (by T&T in 1996 1 and reviewed in March 20092) was
developed for an operational quarry and considered both operational slopes and whole slope
stability, including providing adequate support to adjacent land beyond the property boundary.
Our 2009 slope optimisation study2 provided the following general design guidelines:
Cut batters at 70° for cut slopes not exceeding 20m in height.
Overall slope angles not to exceed 60° for slope heights not exceeding 45m.
Since 2009 additional excavation has occurred at the site and as part of this study we mapped
current rock faces and updated our slope height/slope angle database with information from the
east and south walls.
Measured inter-bench cut angles have not varied substantially since our 2009 study and lie typically
between 45°and 70° for heights of between 12m and 19m. The RL 60m bench width on the eastern
wall has been measured in a number of locations at approximately 5m. Overall slope angles vary
between 40° and 50° for slope heights between 35m to 46m. An updated slope height to slope angle
relationship is graphically represented in Figure 3.
Observations within the quarry indicate the cut slopes continue to perform well. The exception is
the upper portion of a cut slope on the western wall which was described in our 2009 report.
Additionally, one localised dropout of 1-2 cubic meters was observed from a section of the eastern
wall, but this did not unduly influence the stability of the overall slope from RL 60m to the crest of
the slope at about RL 80m.

1

Tonkin and Taylor report: Winstone Aggregates – Three Kings Quarry Cut Slope Stability Assessment, 1996, ref: 13941.
Tonkin and Taylor report: Winstone Aggregates – Three Kings Quarry – Slope Optimisation Study, 11 March 2009, ref:
25141.001
2
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Approximate location of Scoria/Basalt interface

Scoria

Basalt

Figure 1: Panorama image of the basalt/scoria quarry face from the south eastern extent of the Three Kings Quarry, Mt Eden. The red dashed line represents the approximate location of the
scoria/basalt interface based on field observations.

Approximate location of Scoria/Basalt interface

Basalt
Scoria

Figure 2: Panorama image of the basalt/scoria quarry face from the central eastern extent of the Three Kings Quarry, Mt Eden. The red dashed line represents the approximate location of the
Winstone
Aggregates
T&T Ref: 25141.003
scoria/basalt
interface
based on field observations.
06 November 2013
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Slope Angle vs Slope Height Three Kings Quarry
2009-2013
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Figure 3: Slope Height vs Slope Angle for cut slopes at Three Kings Quarry.

5

Slope Stability Assessment

5.1

General

Slope stability analyses have been carried out on the basis of the scoria material strengths developed
in our 2009 report. The analyses were undertaken utilising Slope W, a limit equilibrium software
package, which compares driving and resisting forces within a slope and determines a ratio (or Factor
of Safety) where values greater than 1 are increasingly more stable.
Analyses have been undertaken on a representative cross section through the eastern wall, which
was developed from site contours supplied to us supplemented with topographic profiles measured
in the field with a hand held laser rangefinder.
Groundwater monitoring in and about the quarry indicates that regional groundwater is drawn down
to the level of the quarry floor 3&4, and hence low groundwater pressures are expected in the walls
above this level. For the purposes of design Ru =0.1 (ratio of pore pressure to overburden stress) has
been adopted as a typical case to represent seepage pressures within the scoria. For long term
design cases we have assumed the regional groundwater profile will re-establish at the proposed
lake level (RL 57m).

3

Tonkin & Taylor report (ref 18670) Three Kings Quarry Assessment of Supplementary Investigations of April 2003 – June
2003.
4

Tonkin & Taylor report (ref 18670) Three Kings Quarry Dewatering – Review of Settlement Predictions – Sept 2002.
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5.2

Slope Design Criteria

For the purposes of the proposed development in the eastern wall at Three Kings, design criteria for
civil construction would be required for both static and seismic design cases. We have adopted the
following general design criteria when using expected mean rock mass parameters:
Static Factor of Safety (FoS) = 1.5.
FoS 1.0 under seismic load (0.17g)5

5.2.1

Design Analyses

Analysis cases included
Back analysis of the existing slope configuration.
A proposed cut slope at RL 60m that maximised the horizontal width of a bench at this
elevation.
A global stability case for placement of an eight storey apartment structure on the developed
RL 60m bench (for which a provisional surcharge load of 10kpa per floor has been adopted).
The analyses indicate levels of global stability that meet or exceed the slope design criteria for a cut
slope of 70° positioned directly adjacent to the boundary with Mt Eden Road and extending from RL
78m down to RL 60m. The result is a 22m wide platform developed at RL 60m. Global stability for
this configuration is limited by the geometry of the slope below the proposed founding level at RL
60m. For this lower slope analysis indicate that the stability design criteria can be achieved for slope
angles up to 56 degrees. Slope stability models are presented in Appendix A

6

Feasibility Cut Slope Design for the development
proposal

On the basis of our site assessment and our analyses we make the following recommendations for
feasibility cut slope designs for the eastern wall to incorporate into preliminary design for the
proposed development.
Cut slope angles not to exceed 70° for the cut batter between RL 60m and Mt Eden Road.
The recommended inter-bench slope angles are plotted on Figure 4 along with the measures slope to
height information (same data as Figure 3). By inspection, acceptable performance should be
achieved as slopes of this configuration are performing acceptably already (under static conditions).
We note that previous overall slope design angles of up to 60° degrees for slope heights up to 45m
had been provided for overall slopes. However, given the nature and uncertainty of the proposed
development, these have been scaled back to better reflect the consequence of failure. We
anticipate that steeper cuts below RL 60m may be possible once more detail is provided around the
nature of the development i.e. layout, expected loading etc.

5

Derived from ASNZ1170:0 & ASNZ1170:5 and based on a Level 2 importance category.
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Slope Angle vs Slope Height Three Kings Quarry
2009-2013
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Figure 4: Slope Height vs Slope Angle for cut slopes and proposed slopes at Three Kings Quarry.

7

Support for localised face failure above RL 60m

Assessment of slope stability does not adequately address the local performance of the immediate
face, including weathering and strength loss over time. In the slopes above RL 60m, this could result
in small sections of the cut face fretting and failing onto the RL 60m bench. While we anticipate that
volumes would be small the impact on the proposed development could be significant and would
present an unacceptable risk to the structure itself and the occupants.
We consider that as part of the feasibility design allowance should be made to treat the cut slope
between RL 60m and Mt Eden Road in order to provide support to the immediate exposed face and
reduce the risk of local block dropouts or failure of a veneer of scoria affected by weathering.
Measures to provide this local face support could include application of shotcrete or mesh to the
face or incorporating local face support as an integral part of the apartment design.

8

Recommendations

We have provided some feasibility level design guidance that can be incorporated into Winstone’s
ongoing and overall development design process. However, uncertainty remains around the range of
material strengths and composition, and the variation in applied loadings. These will need to be
addressed on a location specific basis as the proposal proceeds towards a consent level design and
eventually final design. The impact on the proposed scheme of any local variation from the above
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general advice should be considered when identifying the most appropriate time to undertake
detailed investigation works to address these uncertainties.
We make the following recommendations:
Site specific investigation at the specific locations of the apartment blocks once these are
determined. This would incorporate drilling of boreholes from the crest of the slope to assess
variability in material types and potential for unfavourable rock structure. (We note that we
have provided a preliminary scope and estimate of these works to Bernie Chote for
consideration)
Laboratory testing of materials to provide more detail on material strengths.
Review of rock mass strengths and slope stability analysis results based on site specific
investigation and expected design loads and layouts.

9

Applicability

This report has been prepared for the benefit of Winstone Aggregates with respect to the particular
brief given to us and it may not be relied upon in other contexts or for any other purpose without our
prior review and agreement.

Tonkin & Taylor Ltd
Environmental and Engineering Consultants
Report prepared by:

Authorised for Tonkin & Taylor Ltd by:

..........................................................

...........................….......…...............

Cameron Lines

Robert Hillier

Senior Engineering Geologist

Geotechnical Group Manager

8-Nov-13
\\peke.ttgroup.local\projects\25141\25141.003\workingmaterial\2013_11_04_mt_eden_rd_cut_slopes.docx
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Appendix A:

Selected Slope Stability Analyses

Analysis Notes:
1. Method: Morgenstern-Price
2. Direction of movement: Right to Left
3. Optimize Critical Slip Surface Location: Yes
4. Soil Strength Models: Mohr-Coulomb
5. PWP Conditions Source: Piezometric Line with Ru
6. Tension Crack Option: Search for Tension Crack
7. Horz Seismic Load: 0g
8. Directory: P:\25141\25141.003\WorkingMaterial\August 2013 Slope Analysis\
9. File Name: Section Whole Slope CJL.gsz

Name: Scoria Shear Normal
Model: Shear/Normal Fn.
Unit Weight: 14 kN/m³
Strength Function: RocLab
Phi-B: 0 °
Ru: 0.1
Include in PWP: Yes
Name: Scoria Shear Normal - Below RGL
Model: Shear/Normal Fn.
Unit Weight: 14 kN/m³
Strength Function: RocLab
Phi-B: 0 °
Piezometric Line: 1
Include in PWP: No
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Winstone Aggregates
Three Kings Quarry - East Wall Development

140

150

160

Analysis Notes:
1. Method: Morgenstern-Price
2. Direction of movement: Right to Left
3. Optimize Critical Slip Surface Location: Yes
4. Soil Strength Models: Mohr-Coulomb
5. PWP Conditions Source: Piezometric Line with Ru
6. Tension Crack Option: Search for Tension Crack
7. Horz Seismic Load: 0.17g
8. Directory: P:\25141\25141.003\WorkingMaterial\August 2013 Slope Analysis\
9. File Name: Section Whole Slope CJL.gsz

Name: Scoria Shear Normal
Model: Shear/Normal Fn.
Unit Weight: 14 kN/m³
Strength Function: RocLab
Phi-B: 0 °
Ru: 0.1
Include in PWP: Yes
Name: Scoria Shear Normal - Below RGL
Model: Shear/Normal Fn.
Unit Weight: 14 kN/m³
Strength Function: RocLab
Phi-B: 0 °
Piezometric Line: 1
Include in PWP: No
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160

Analysis Notes:
1. Method: Morgenstern-Price
2. Direction of movement: Right to Left
3. Optimize Critical Slip Surface Location: Yes
4. Soil Strength Models: Mohr-Coulomb
5. PWP Conditions Source: Piezometric Line with Ru
6. Tension Crack Option: Search for Tension Crack
7. Horz Seismic Load: 0g
8. Directory: P:\25141\25141.003\WorkingMaterial\30-07-13 Quarry site visit\August 2013 Slope Analysis\
9. File Name: Section AA CJL.gsz

Name: Scoria Shear Normal
Model: Shear/Normal Fn.
Unit Weight: 14 kN/m³
Strength Function: RocLab
Phi-B: 0 °
Ru: 0.1
Include in PWP: Yes
Name: Scoria Shear Normal - Below RGL
Model: Shear/Normal Fn.
Unit Weight: 14 kN/m³
Strength Function: RocLab
Phi-B: 0 °
Piezometric Line: 1
Include in PWP: No

1.51
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Analysis Notes:
1. Method: Morgenstern-Price
2. Direction of movement: Right to Left
3. Optimize Critical Slip Surface Location: Yes
4. Soil Strength Models: Mohr-Coulomb
5. PWP Conditions Source: Piezometric Line with Ru
6. Tension Crack Option: Search for Tension Crack
7. Horz Seismic Load: 0.17g
8. Directory: P:\25141\25141.003\WorkingMaterial\August 2013 Slope Analysis\
9. File Name: Section AA CJL.gsz

Name: Scoria Shear Normal
Model: Shear/Normal Fn.
Unit Weight: 14 kN/m³
Strength Function: RocLab
Phi-B: 0 °
Ru: 0.1
Include in PWP: Yes
Name: Scoria Shear Normal - Below RGL
Model: Shear/Normal Fn.
Unit Weight: 14 kN/m³
Strength Function: RocLab
Phi-B: 0 °
Piezometric Line: 1
Include in PWP: No

1.12
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150
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Analysis Notes:
1. Method: Morgenstern-Price
2. Direction of movement: Right to Left
3. Optimize Critical Slip Surface Location: Yes
4. Soil Strength Models: Mohr-Coulomb
5. PWP Conditions Source: Piezometric Line with Ru
6. Tension Crack Option: Search for Tension Crack
7. Horz Seismic Load: 0g
8. Directory: P:\25141\25141.003\WorkingMaterial\August 2013 Slope Analysis\
9. File Name: Section Whole Slope 56deg CJL.gsz

Name: Scoria Shear Normal
Model: Shear/Normal Fn.
Unit Weight: 14 kN/m³
Strength Function: RocLab
Phi-B: 0 °
Ru: 0.1
Include in PWP: Yes
Name: Scoria Shear Normal - Below RGL
Model: Shear/Normal Fn.
Unit Weight: 14 kN/m³
Strength Function: RocLab
Phi-B: 0 °
Piezometric Line: 1
Include in PWP: No
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Analysis Notes:
1. Method: Morgenstern-Price
2. Direction of movement: Right to Left
3. Optimize Critical Slip Surface Location: Yes
4. Soil Strength Models: Mohr-Coulomb
5. PWP Conditions Source: Piezometric Line with Ru
6. Tension Crack Option: Search for Tension Crack
7. Horz Seismic Load: 0.17g
8. Directory: P:\25141\25141.003\WorkingMaterial\August 2013 Slope Analysis\
9. File Name: Section Whole Slope 56deg CJL.gsz

Name: Scoria Shear Normal
Model: Shear/Normal Fn.
Unit Weight: 14 kN/m³
Strength Function: RocLab
Phi-B: 0 °
Ru: 0.1
Include in PWP: Yes
Name: Scoria Shear Normal - Below RGL
Model: Shear/Normal Fn.
Unit Weight: 14 kN/m³
Strength Function: RocLab
Phi-B: 0 °
Piezometric Line: 1
Include in PWP: No
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70 degree upper Slope, 56 degree lower slope, seismic
Scale 1:500 @ A3
Analysed by: CJL
August 2013

Winstone Aggregates
Three Kings Quarry - East Wall Development
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Appendix
Technical reports referred to in NZEnvC124

